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Abstract

The correlation between the crystalline structures and magnetic properties, such as magnetization and Curie tem-

perature (TC) were investigated systematically by varying the deposition temperature of 2 ML fcc cobalt films on
Cu(1 0 0) substrate. At variation of the deposition temperature a dramatic change in Curie temperature and coercivity

of the films was observed. The drastic raising of Curie temperature were found for the films with the deposition

temperatures from 340 K (TC ¼ 170 K) down to 275 K (TC ¼ 325 K). A simple theoretical estimation was proposed to
evaluate the Curie temperature of the films in terms of magnetic moment as well as anisotropy with quantitative success.

The enhanced Curie temperature can be attributed to the increase of the magnetic moments due to the alteration of film

morphology with various deposition temperatures.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic ultrathin films have attracted a lot of
interest in the past decades due to their unique

properties different from those in the bulk. The

magnetic properties in these systems are exceed-

ingly sensitive to the crystalline structure as well as

morphology, which can be altered by growth

conditions, such as film coverage and deposition

temperature. It has been demonstrated the mag-

netic phase transition is affected by the coverage as

well as deposition temperature of the Fe/Cu(1 0 0)

films [1–5]. The dependence of the magnetic phase
of fcc-Fe on the lattice constant (3.59 �AA for AFM
[6] and 3.64 �AA for FM phase [7]) was shown to be
the origin of this behavior [8]. Similarly, the in-

fluence of deposition temperature on SRT was also

observed in the Ni/Cu(1 0 0) systems [9]. The crit-

ical thickness for the low-temperature deposited

film was found to be about 1 monolayer (ML) less

than that for the high-temperature deposited film.
This observation was attributed to the reduced

surface anisotropy in low-temperature deposited

films caused by the increase of the number of step
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edge atoms. There also exists the deposition-tem-

perature dependent behavior in Co/Cu(1 0 0). The

coercivity was found to be sensitive to the depo-

sition temperature and annealing history of the

films [10–12]. The morphology of the films plays

an important role to interpret these observations.
Further, the characteristically thermodynamic

property for the ultrathin films is the reduced Curie

temperature (TC) owing to finite size scaling effect
[8,13–15]. The previous studies for Fe/Cu3Au(1 0 0)

[16] and Co/Cu(1 0 0) [10–12] also suggest the

variations of TC for the films at different deposition
temperature. Nevertheless, a systematic study is

still lacking to clarify the influence of the deposi-
tion temperature on Curie temperature. For better

understanding of the correlation between the Curie

temperature and the deposition temperature of the

ultrathin films, a systematic investigation is of the

utmost importance. In addition, there exists in-

plane magnetization only in Co/Cu(1 0 0) films for

all coverage of Co [13]. Therefore it is a good

candidate for studying the phase transition be-
tween the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic phase,

that is, the Curie temperature of the ultrathin films

without the ambiguity cause by the spin-reorien-

tation transition. In this article, we report on the

significant change in Curie temperature of the Co/

Cu(1 0 0) ultrathin films at variation of the depo-

sition temperature. The analyses of the structure

were performed in situ to provide a quasi-simul-
taneous structural information with the magnetic

measurements. The Curie temperature was found

to be drastically enhanced while lowering the de-

position temperature below 250 K. We also pro-

posed a simple theoretical estimation to evaluate

TC of the films deposited at different temperatures.
It will be shown that the enhanced Curie temper-

ature is accompanied by the increase of remanent
Kerr signal, which may be due to the change of the

number of the island edge atom at the alteration of

morphology.

2. Experiment

The experiments were carried out in an ul-
trahigh vacuum chamber with the base pressure

of 5� 10�10 mbar. Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED),

medium-energy electron diffraction (MEED),

magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE), ion beam

sputter, and molecular beam epitaxy evaporators

were installed in this chamber for the in situ study.

The Cu(1 0 0) substrate was cleaned by cycling pro-
cesses of 2-KeV argon ion bombardment and an-

nealing to 800 K for 5 min. The crystallographic

ordering and cleanness of the surface were checked

by LEED and AES, respectively. The background

pressure during cobalt evaporation was kept at

1� 10�9 mbar under the deposition rate of 0.5 ML
per min. The layer-by-layer growth of cobalt films

was simultaneously monitored by MEED during
the thermal evaporation process such that the

coverage of the ultrathin films can be precisely

controlled in the accuracy of 0.05 ML. The thick-

ness of films was also confirmed by means of AES.

After the film being deposited, the crystalline

structure and interlayer distance of the surface

were measured at the temperature of 200 K via

LEED and LEED IðEÞ in the kinematic approxi-
mation [17,18], respectively. The MOKE mea-

surement comprises He–Ne lasers (k ¼ 632:8 nm)
as the light sources and a photodiode as the light

detector. In addition, the photoelastic modulator

combined with the Lock-in technique were applied

in our measurements for the acquisition of signals

in a good signal to noise ratio. The magnetic

hysteresis loops were taken by means of the lon-
gitudinal MOKE which is normalized by reflected

beam intensity to ensure the magnitude of Kerr

intensity can be compared for various measure-

ments. The remanent Kerr signal versus tempera-

ture was used to determine the Curie temperature

of the films.

3. Results

As introduced, the Curie temperature is sensi-

tively affected by the coverage of the films [8,13–

15] owing to the finite size scaling effect. For Co/

Cu(1 0 0), TC decreases linearly with thickness from
580 K for 3 ML to 120 K for 1.5 ML [13,19]. Thus,

the determination of the film coverage plays an
important role in our experiments. By well con-

trolling deposition rate associated with the MEED
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intensity monitoring shown in Fig. 1, the films can

be prepared with accuracy of the coverage less

than 0.05 ML [20]. Fig. 1 shows the MEED in-
tensity oscillations for 2 ML Co/Cu(1 0 0) grown at

different temperatures. Also, the MEED intensity

of Co/Cu(1 0 0) oscillates up to 7 ML was shown in

the inset. One can see that the amplitude of the

first peak is less than that of the second peak for

the reason that Co grows in partial two-layer-thick

islands for the coverage below 2 ML to form the

first layer [21,22]. Moreover, the equal spacing
oscillations shown in the inset of Fig. 1 point out

the deposition rate in our experiments is well

controlled. Obviously the first peak of MEED in-

tensity is more suppressed for the films grown at

lower temperature. The previous study has shown

that the damping diffraction intensity oscillation

means pronounced roughness of the film [23].

Thus, our results imply that the morphology of the
films deposited at lower temperature are rougher

than that at the higher temperature, as the previ-

ous observation indicated [10,24]. This tendency

can also be observed in the LEED pattern, in

which the LEED spots for the films deposited at

lower temperature were broader than those at

higher deposition temperature.

The hysteresis loops of the Co films were mea-

sured in situ by longitudinal MOKE at various
temperatures after the film deposited. The hyster-

esis loops of 2 ML Co grown upon Cu(1 0 0) at 325

and 225 K for different measurement temperature

are shown in the left and right column of Fig. 2,

respectively. It is manifest that the shape of the

loops varies gradually from the square loop at low

temperature to the flat curve at high temperature

at which ferromagnetic ordering is broken.
The Curie temperature for the films was deter-

mined by sequentially taking hysteresis loops and

measuring the remanent Kerr signals as a function

of temperature. As depicted in Fig. 4 (the solid

circles and curve), the Curie temperature of the 2

ML Co keeps almost invariant for the deposition

temperatures (Td) from 125 to 250 K but drops
rapidly as Td higher than 275 K. For Td ¼ 340 K, it
is clear that TC reaches an amazing value 170 K,
which is about half of that (325 K) for Td ¼ 125 K.
Furthermore, the critical exponent b [M=Ms �
ð1� T =TCÞb] was also estimated by fitting the
curves for magnetization as a function of temper-

ature, as shown in Fig. 3 (Td ¼ 325 K). The aver-
age value of b for the films deposited at different

Fig. 1. MEED intensity oscillations for 2 ML Co/Cu(1 0 0) for

various deposition temperatures. The inset shows that the

MEED intensity oscillates with the coverage of Co up to 7 ML.
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Fig. 2. Magnetic hysteresis loops for the 2 ML Co/Cu(1 0 0)

films deposited at 325 K (left) and 225 K (right) at various

measurement temperatures.
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temperatures is about 0.24 which lies close to the

value expected by two-dimensional xy model [25]

(b � 0:23), as shown in the in set of Fig. 3. It
implies that the 2 ML-Co/Cu(1 0 0) films reveal

the near two-dimensional magnetic behavior with
fourfold symmetry. Our results for hysteresis loops

with various in-plane angles also show the exis-

tence of biaxial anisotropy in these systems. In

addition, there is no significant variance (excepted

for the Td ¼ 275 K case with the larger error bar)
for all films with different deposition temperatures.

This suggests that the enhancement of Curie tem-

perature is not intrinsically correlated to the criti-
cal exponent b of the film.

4. Theoretical estimation of TC

The remanent Kerr signal and coercivity for the

film deposited at 225 K are greater than those at

325 K, as shown in Fig. 2. It implies that the

variation of Curie temperature may be attributed

to the deviation of remanence as well as coercivity.

The Curie temperature has been shown to be

proportional to the square of the magnetic mo-

ment in the films [26,27]. By comparing the hys-

teresis loops measured at 200 K, one can find that

the Kerr remanent signal (the same as the satura-

tion one in these cases), which is proportional to

the magnetization density, for Td ¼ 225 K is about
1.1 times of that for Td ¼ 325 K, as shown in the
inset of Fig. 4. It can therefore induce about 20%

enhancement of Curie temperature. It turns out
that the enhancement of magnetization density for

the low-temperature deposited films is the main

contribution to the raising of the Curie tempera-

ture.

However, there is still a little deviation from the

raising of Curie temperature taken in our study. In

comparison with the films deposited at 225 K, the

TC enhancement for the 325 K-deposited films is
about 9% deviation from the value estimated by

considering the enhanced Kerr signals only. In

addition to magnetization density, the Curie tem-

perature depends on magnetic anisotropy as well.

From the theory of the transition temperature

of ultrathin films by means of renormalization

group analysis [28], the two-dimensional transi-

tion temperature is shown to be proportional to
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½lnðp2J=KÞ	�1, where J and K are the coupling
constant in Heisenberg model and anisotropy

constant, respectively. If one attributes this devi-

ation to the difference of the anisotropies between

these two films, the anisotropy of the film depos-

ited at 225 K can be estimated to be 2.47 times of
that at 325 K (for K=J � 10�3). Surprisingly, it
agrees well with the difference of the coercivity

taken in the hysteresis loops for the films at

Td ¼ 325 and 225 K. From the energy point of
view, the film with the larger anisotropy energy is

more difficult to reverse its magnetization by ap-

plied field and therefore reveals the larger coerc-

ivity. Thus, the 9% deviation may be corrected by
taking the anisotropy into account. The relation of

different Curie temperatures TC;1 and TC;2 can be
therefore expressed as

TC;1
TC;2

¼ M21
M22

� ln½p
2J=K2	

ln½p2J=K1	
ð1Þ

by taking both the magnetization density and an-

isotropy into consideration. The simulated results

are shown in Fig. 4 (the hollow circles and dashed

curve). One can see that they agree fair well with

the measured results.

5. Discussion

By precisely controlling the film thickness, the
influence of thickness on Curie temperature can be

excluded in our study. In addition to the coverage,

the Curie temperature can be altered by the mag-

netization density as well as the magnetic aniso-

tropy of the deposited films. The origins that affect

remanence and coercivity for ultrathin films at

different deposition temperatures may be the fol-

lowing: crystalline structure such as lattice distor-
tion and strain relaxation, chemical structure due

to interdiffusion between the magnetic overlayer

and non-magnetic substrate, and morphology of

the systems. To clarify these possible contribu-

tions, further analyses are indispensable.

By performing the LEED IðEÞ measurements,
the average vertical interlayer distance a? can be
determined in the kinematic approximation [17,18].
Fig. 5 shows the vertical interlayer distance of 2

ML Co films for a series of deposition tempera-

tures. Due to the lattice mismatch between Co

overlayers and Cu substrate at the interface, there

exists the lattice distortion along the [1 0 0] direc-

tion perpendicular to the film surface. For this
reason, a? of Co in Co/Cu(1 0 0) is slightly less
than that of Cu single crystal, as indicated in Fig.

5. No significant deviation on a? can be observed
for all the deposition temperatures within the ac-

curacy of �0.02 �AA. It indicates that there is no
strain variation for the films at all deposition

temperatures. The total volume of the Co atoms

also keep unchanged for all the films at different
growth temperatures. Furthermore, the variation

of the AES ratio of Co to Cu at different depos-

ited-temperature films is insignificant. It means

that Co atoms have not diffused deeply into the Cu

substrate. This agrees with the previous studies

that the onset temperature of the interdiffusion in

Co/Cu(1 0 0) system was found to be >400 K
[13,21,22].
Since neither crystalline nor chemical structure

was obviously altered by varying deposition tem-

perature, the variation of the Kerr signal as well as

anisotropy and, correspondingly, the Curie tem-

perature should be driven by other origins. As

mentioned above, the MEED intensities in Fig. 1

as well as LEED patterns of our experiments

suggest that the films deposited at lower temper-
ature reveal pronounced roughness in comparison

to those deposited at higher temperature. As a

result, the Curie temperature of Co/Cu(1 0 0) films

is apparently modified by their morphology. In

more detail, the rougher morphology of the films

Fig. 5. Vertical interlayer distance (a?) of the 2 ML Co films
for different deposition temperatures. The dashed line indicates

a? for the Cu substrate along [1 0 0] direction. All the mea-
surements were made at 200 K after the films being deposited.
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implies the larger ratio of surface to volume atoms

due to the island formation. The total magnetiza-

tion densities increase since the magnetic moments

for the Co atoms at the island edge are enhanced

due to the reduced coordinate number in com-

parison to the bulk atoms, as already indicated in
the previous studies [29–33]. Furthermore, Weber

et al. [34] reported the morphology-induced oscil-

lations of the magnetic anisotropy in Co/Cu(1 0 0).

The authors observed that the variation of the

morphology resulting from the alternation be-

tween filled and incompletely filled atom layers

during the film deposited could also cause the

change in magnetic anisotropy of Co/Cu(1 0 0).

6. Conclusion

By conducting the systematic investigation, we

studied the correlation between the deposition

temperature and Curie temperature for the ultra-

thin Co/Cu(1 0 0) films. The dramatic enhance-
ment of Curie temperature was observed for the

film with variation of deposition temperatures

from 340 to 275 K. In addition, the remanent Kerr

signal as well as coercive field for the films at lower

deposition temperatures were found to be larger

than those at higher deposition temperatures. Our

further analysis shows that the enhanced magne-

tization density and anisotropy are responsible for
the increase of Curie temperature of the films. It

indicates that the Curie temperature of ultrathin

films is strongly influenced not only by the thick-

ness of the film, but also by the temperature at

which the film was deposited. The surface mor-

phology variation ar different deposition temper-

atures, which affects the surface magnetic moment

as well as anisotropy, plays an important role on
this Curie temperature enhancement upon cryo-

genic deposition.
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